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ABSTRACT

Recent advancements in generative modeling with deep neural networks have made it easier than ever before to fabricate digital media that can be used to facilitate the spread of propaganda and disinformation on the internet. As a consequence, intelligence gathering on social media has become increasingly important. In this paper, we evaluate methods for detecting images and texts that have been automatically generated and uploaded to Twitter. Our findings suggest that although the detectors are able to achieve high precision under some conditions and do have potential to aid intelligence analysts in their work, it remains a challenge to build comprehensive detection systems that are reliable enough to be deployed in the wild.

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PRIOR WORK

Being able to verify the credibility of information online is becoming increasingly difficult as large-scale cyber influence operations become more sophisticated. Advancements in generative modeling have made it possible for adversaries to generate large amounts of digital media that is perceived as authentic. For instance, publicly available AI tools [1, 2] can be exploited to set up bot networks of genuine-looking social media profiles, where both user profile content (e.g., profile images [3]) and information intended to be spread (e.g., disinformation tweets) are automatically generated. Therefore, it is important to develop tools that are able to detect generated media; not only to take action against it, but also to investigate the possibilities of incorporating detectors into systems used for intelligence gathering as a step towards improving situational awareness. The ability to automatically extract information of interest from large amounts of unstructured web data might ultimately help streamline the workflow of intelligence analysts and decision makers.

Prior work has shown that neural-based detectors can reliably detect generated media in controlled settings where the generative models are known to the defender [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. However, there has only been limited work on evaluating the detectors on data from unknown sources in the wild. As detectors are known to be brittle to post-processing and model variations [4, 5, 6, 9] it is not evident that they are reliable enough to be used in real-world systems. In light of this, we evaluate state-of-the-art detectors on Twitter data consisting of profile images and texts from tweets. We train XceptionNet [10] to detect images of human faces synthesized with Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), and fine-tune the transformer-based language model RoBERTa [11] to detect texts generated with language models. Our experiments are closely tied to our prototype which can be used to perform the analyses and extract information of interest without requiring deep technical knowledge from the end user.

2.0 METHOD

In this section, we describe the methodology of our experiments. The overall procedure is as follows: Step 1. We train detectors to distinguish between real and generated data. This is accomplished using annotated training datasets. Step 2. We collect data in the wild (i.e., data from Twitter) and feed it to the trained detectors which classify input samples as either real or generated. This is accomplished using our prototype which provides functionality to both capture and analyze (e.g., classify) data streams in real-time.
Step 3. We evaluate the performance of the detectors after manually annotating Twitter data fed to the detectors in the previous step.

2.1 Image Detector Training

Similar to what has been done in previous work [4, 5, 6], we use an XceptionNet [10] model pre-trained on the ImageNet [12] dataset to detect images of faces that have been generated by GANs. Specifically, we fine-tune XceptionNet on real images from the publicly available FFHQ [13] and CelebA-HQ [14] datasets as well as GAN-generated images from publicly available ProGAN [14], StyleGAN [13], and StyleGAN2 [1] models. This is illustrated in Figure 2-1. All training images are augmented with random combinations of Gaussian noise, Gaussian blur, JPEG compression, and resizing to increase model robustness. We also crop the images before feeding them to the detector, as shown in Figure 2-2, since real images tend to incorporate more detail and variety in their background compared to generated images.

![Figure 2-1: Training of the XceptionNet image detector. The detector learns to distinguish between real and generated images of faces when being fed with labeled samples from the training datasets. In practice, the detector works as a classifier which outputs a label (real or generated) for each input sample.](image1)

![Figure 2-2: Example images from the training datasets. Top row: Original images. Bottom row: Cropped images. Our training datasets contain 24,000 CelebA-HQ images, 56,000 FFHQ images, 26,666 ProGAN images, 26,667 StyleGAN images, and 26,667 StyleGAN2 images.](image2)

2.2 Text Detector Training

The detector used to distinguish real texts from texts generated with language models is based on a RoBERTa [7] neural language model fine-tuned to detect generated text from a large dataset synthesized with GPT-2 [2]. GPT-2 was trained on the WebText [2] dataset, containing 40 GB of text scraped from the internet, and is therefore heavily biased towards forum posts and news articles, rather than Twitter posts which are of interest in our study. Hence, the fine-tuned RoBERTa model is not suitable to be used out of the box. Furthermore, as there is a plethora of different generator models, it is important to train the detector on
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several generators before testing it on real world data. In order to make the detector more appropriate on Twitter data and more robust to model variations, we fine-tune it on two additional datasets:

- **GPT-2 Twitter**: A dataset of 5,000 generated tweets from a fine-tuned version of GPT-2, as well as an equal number of real tweets. The data we used to fine-tune GPT-2 was obtained from the Sentiment140 [15] dataset of tweets originally created for sentiment classification. The real tweets used to train the detector originate from the same dataset.

- **TweepFake**: A dataset containing a total of 25,836 tweets, with an equal number of generated tweets as real tweets [9]. The generated tweets originate from real bot accounts on Twitter and have been synthesized with several different language models such as GPT-2, RNNs, and LSTMs.

Figure 2-3 summarizes the fine-tuning of RoBERTa.

![Figure 2-3: Training of the RoBERTa text detector. The detector learns to distinguish between real and generated texts when being fed with labeled samples from the training datasets. In practice, the detector works as a classifier which outputs a label (real or generated) for each input sample.](image)

### 2.3 Prototype

Our prototype provides functionality to download Twitter data and optionally feed it through one or multiple components used to perform data analyses. Therefore, we incorporate the trained detectors into the prototype to evaluate their ability to detect generated media on Twitter. In this case, the image and text detectors can be seen as corresponding to two separate components. Hence, we choose to perform the evaluations using two different instances of the prototype: one incorporating the image detector (XceptionNet) and another incorporating the text detector (RoBERTa) as shown in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4: Prototype flowchart that shows how the input (a profile image or Twitter post) is fed to the detectors and, if believed to have been automatically generated, added to a list which is presented to the end user.

Note that an additional component called CLIP precedes the XceptionNet image detector. CLIP [16] (Contrastive Language–Image Pre-training) is a pre-trained computer vision model which can be applied to many types of visual classification tasks without having to be fine-tuned or re-trained from scratch. Since we train XceptionNet to distinguish between real and generated images of faces, we use CLIP in an attempt to ensure that the detector only receives facial images as input. Specifically, we define the two classes “a photo of a face” and “not a photo of a face”.
The prototype allows the user to specify keywords related to topics of interest and then collects recently posted tweets which contain at least one of the keywords. More precisely, the prototype collects a tweet as long as it contains at least one of the keywords, is a shared (re-tweeted) post which contains at least one of the keywords, or is a comment on another tweet which contains at least one of the keywords. The image detector analyses the profile image of the account which posted or shared the tweet, while the text detector analyses the text content of the tweet.

Figure 2-5 shows a screenshot of the interface of the prototype used to detect GAN-generated profile images. At runtime the user is presented with a growing list of tweets believed to be posted or shared by accounts
using fake profile images. The profile images are shown next to the tweets. Both CLIP and XceptionNet output a score in the [0, 1] range. The score from CLIP indicates the probability that an input image contains a face, while the score from XceptionNet indicates the probability that the image has been generated. It is possible to adjust both the class confidence threshold (i.e., the minimum score required for CLIP to classify an image as “a photo of a face”) and the attribute confidence threshold (i.e., the minimum score required for XceptionNet to classify the very same image as “generated”). When using the text detector, the user is only presented with the text content of the tweets and a confidence threshold meter for RoBERTa which can be used to specify the minimum score required to classify a text as “generated”.

2.4 Evaluation Datasets

We consider tweets related to three different topics: (1) COVID-19, (2) the Israeli-Palestinian conflict which grew more intense during the spring of 2021, and (3) the G7 and NATO summit meetings of 2021 which were held in Cornwall and Brussels. Details about the collected data are presented in Table 2-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Number of Tweets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>2,108,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel-Palestine</td>
<td>1,301,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7 &amp; NATO</td>
<td>515,447</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1: Number of tweets collected for different topics used to evaluate the image and text detectors. The topic keywords are italicized. All collected tweets are written in English.

2.5 Data Annotation

The fact that the evaluation data is collected in the wild means that there are no ground truth class labels available. Therefore, manual annotation is necessary. During evaluation we only consider samples classified as generated by the detectors since the large amount of collected data makes manual labeling of the full datasets difficult.

2.5.1 Profile Image Annotation

As mentioned, when using the image detector, all samples (tweets and corresponding profile images) that have been classified as generated are presented in a list. Since the number of detected samples is relatively small compared to the full size of the downloaded datasets it is possible to label each detected sample in the list as either real (false positive) or generated (true positive). This is done by going through the list manually and for each profile image, based on its visual characteristics, determine whether or not it is likely to have been generated by a GAN. Since this can be a difficult task for the average person, we leave it to an expert with experience in analyzing GAN-generated images.

In order to further verify that the labels obtained from the manual annotation are correct, we attempt to use a StyleGAN2 model to reconstruct a random subset of the images labeled as generated by the expert. If an
accurate reconstruction can be made for an image, it is likely that it has been generated with the same model. The reconstruction is done following the official instructions provided by the authors of StyleGAN2 [1]. A possibility would be to use the reconstruction tool itself as a detector. However, since it is only able to handle StyleGAN2 images, while also requiring large computational resources, we do not consider this approach suitable.

2.5.2 Twitter Post Annotation

We resort to a semi-automatic process when annotating the Twitter posts that have been classified as generated by the text detector. The annotations are done user-wise and are mainly based on the description of the profile and in a few cases, the profile name. Specifically, a post is classified as generated if the user that sent the post explicitly states that it is a bot that posts machine generated texts. For instance, the description might say that the user is a bot that posts tweets generated with a specific language model that has been trained on tweets from a celebrity.

Although an account is a bot, the texts it posts might not necessarily have been generated by a language model, but could rather be, for instance, automatic summarizations of statistics (e.g., daily summaries of COVID-19 deaths). Therefore, in addition to checking the user description, we scan the posts of the users and determine whether the posts are diverse enough to actually have been generated with a language model.

It should be noted that it is likely that many users which post machine generated text do not disclose it in their profile descriptions or profile names. Unfortunately, we find no other quick reliable way of determining whether a user posts generated text. Consequently, the true performance of the text detector model is likely underestimated as some of the false positives might indeed be true positives in reality.

2.6 Evaluation Metrics

After finishing the manual data annotation, we proceed to compute evaluation metrics to quantify the performance of the detectors. Note that we do not compute metrics such as accuracy (the fraction of samples that are correctly classified by the detector) and recall (the fraction of all existing generated samples that are actually detected), since this would require fully annotated datasets. Furthermore, the detectors could in theory achieve near-perfect accuracy by simply classifying all samples as real, since one can assume that only a small fraction of the downloaded Twitter data has been generated. Hence, we mainly focus on precision (the fraction of detected samples that are correctly classified):

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Number of True Positives}}{\text{Number of True Positives} + \text{Number of False Positives}}.
\]

When it comes to the graphical user interface of the prototype, the precision tells us how large portion of the list actually contains automatically generated samples (i.e., fake profile images or fake tweets). We believe that precision is important in our context because an intelligence analyst should ideally be able to trust the output of the prototype to some extent.

2.6.1 Image Detector

For the image detector, we compute the precision for various class confidence thresholds and attribute confidence thresholds. Therefore, we also report the number of true positives to analyze whether it is possible to improve precision through threshold adjustments without significantly decreasing the number of detected true positives. Furthermore, the evaluation is performed on both a tweet level and user level, where the latter means that we configure the prototype to output a maximum of one tweet from each user account. This functionality might be useful if the end user of the prototype only wants to receive a list of unique accounts with fake profile images rather than the full list of tweets posted by such accounts. User level analysis could also help prevent accounts with unusually high activity from potentially influencing the
results, since multiple tweets from a single account will result in the same profile image being included in the analysis multiple times.

2.6.2 Text Detector

As the length of a single tweet is relatively short, the text detector cannot accurately predict whether it is real or generated [8]. In order to increase the accuracy we take the average prediction score of $N$ tweets and assign each of the $N$ tweets the class of the average prediction. We only take the average prediction of tweets belonging to the same Twitter user, relying on the assumption that a majority of the users exclusively posts either real or generated tweets; not a combination of both. The results are reported for different values of $N$ showing how the precision varies with the amount of tweets used in the predictions. Moreover, the precision is measured for different class confidence values, and we also report the number of true positives for each value. Lastly, the results are both reported on a tweet level where all the tweets are included in the analysis and on a user level where an equal number of posts from each user is included. We include the user level results in order to make the results less biased to the few number of users that make up a large fraction of the tweets in the datasets.

3.0 RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the experiments described in Section 2.0. The performance of the image detector is shown in Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3, while the performance of the text detector is shown in Figures 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6. For the image detector, the precision and number of true positives are plotted with respect to different values of $P_{\text{face}}$ (minimum score required for an image to pass through CLIP). This is done using three different values of $P_{\text{generated}}$ (minimum score required for XceptionNet to classify the image as generated).

For the text detector, the precision and number of true positives are plotted with respect to $P_{\text{generated}}$ (minimum score required for RoBERTa to classify a tweet as generated). We present three different graphs where we vary the number of tweets (2, 3, or 5) used by the text detector to make a classification, as described in Section 2.6.2. Furthermore, note that we do not report the user level results on the Israel-Palestine dataset in Figure 3-5 as the number of unique users classified to have posted generated text is too small.

Finally, examples of reconstructed profile images are presented in Figure 3-7.
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(b) User level performance (one tweet per user account is included in the analysis).

Figure 3-1: Image detector performance when analyzing 2.1M tweets about COVID-19.

(a) Tweet level performance (all tweets are included in the analysis).

(b) User level performance (one tweet per user account is included in the analysis).

Figure 3-2: Image detector performance when analyzing 1.3M tweets about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
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Figure 3-3: Image detector performance when analyzing 515K tweets about G7 and NATO summit meetings.

(a) Tweet level performance (all tweets are included in the analysis).

(b) User level performance (one tweet per user account is included in the analysis).

Figure 3-4: Text detector performance when analyzing 2.6M tweets about COVID-19.

(a) Tweet level performance (all tweets are included in the analysis).

(b) User level performance (a fixed equal number of tweets from each user account are used).
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Figure 3-5: Text detector performance when analyzing 837K tweets about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The figure shows the tweet level performance where all the tweets are included in the analysis.

(a) Tweet level performance (all tweets are included in the analysis).

(b) User level performance (a fixed equal number of tweets from each user account are used).

Figure 3-6: Text detector performance when analyzing 328K tweets about G7 and NATO summit meetings.

Figure 3-7: Top row: Returned positives from the image detector. Bottom row: StyleGAN2 reconstructions of the positives. An accurate reconstruction implies that the returned positive indeed has been generated (in this case with StyleGAN2).
4.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

By observing Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3, it is clear that the image detector is able to achieve high precision for certain values of the $P_{\text{face}}$ and $P_{\text{generated}}$ thresholds. For instance, Figure 3-1 related to the COVID-19 topic shows that when CLIP requires a minimum of $P_{\text{face}} = 0.8$ to let images pass through to XceptionNet, the precision approaches 80% provided that XceptionNet requires a minimum of $P_{\text{generated}} = 0.99$ to classify images as generated (see the blue graphs). Hence, in this case the prototype will provide the end user with a list in which 80% of the images actually have been generated by a GAN. One should also be aware that some of the samples misclassified by XceptionNet are non-facial images that somehow bypasses CLIP. Although this is positive in the sense that the list contains less real facial images than indicated by the precision, a noisy list still worsens the overall user experience.

There is also another issue. When precision increases as a result of increasing $P_{\text{face}}$, the number of true positives tends to decrease quite dramatically (see the right column of Figure 3-1). In other words, many images that have been generated are not going to be included in the list when using high threshold values. There is a clear trade-off between obtaining high precision and detecting a large number of true positives. It would probably be possible to detect more generated images if we could make sure that less non-facial images reach XceptionNet, since this issue currently forces us to use high values of both $P_{\text{face}}$ and $P_{\text{generated}}$ in order to obtain reasonable precision. Although the precision varies quite a bit across different topics, we still observe the same pattern in Figures 3-2 and 3-3. One can also observe that in general there seems to be no significant difference in precision when performing the analysis on a tweet level versus a user level for each topic, while the number of true positives is smaller on a user level as expected.

It is well known that detectors often struggle to detect samples from unknown generators. Hence, it is difficult to estimate the extent to which data bypasses detection since we do not work with fully annotated datasets. However, it is not unreasonable to assume that a large portion of fake images on Twitter originate from well known pre-trained GAN models, such as StyleGAN2, which are commonly used on websites such as ThisPersonDoesNotExist.com. Figure 3-7 indicates that our detector is able to spot such images. All images in the figure are almost perfectly reconstructed, except for the one to the far right.

When it comes to the text detector, there is a notably smaller number of true positives in comparison to the image detector as shown in Figures 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6. There are many reasons to why this is the case. Firstly, it is harder for the average user to set up a bot that automatically posts generated tweets than it is to download and use a generated profile image, leading to a smaller amount of generated text in the wild. Secondly, the text detection problem is likely harder, not only because short texts are difficult to classify, but also since there is a wide spread of different language models in use that the detector has not been trained on. Lastly, another reason for the smaller amount of true positives is that we only label a post as generated if the user behind the post explicitly states so, as mentioned in Section 2.0. The small number of true positives makes it difficult to generalize about the results. However, similar to the image detector, the number of true positives decreases when increasing the probability threshold (in this case $P_{\text{generated}}$). Unfortunately, keeping the threshold high is needed in order to reach a reasonable precision. Otherwise, manual work would be required from the end user to filter out a large number of false positives. Finally, the precision tends to increase when including more tweets in each classification, making it a simple way to improve the performance of the detector.

While the overall results are far from perfect, we still conclude that neural-based detectors do have potential to aid intelligence analysts and decision makers in their work. Our prototype provides easy to use tools for analyzing and extracting information of interest from huge volumes of data that are unmanageable by humans. However, the detectors and prototype should not be regarded as readily deployable solutions; and using methods such as these requires an understanding of the inherent limitations of AI-based tools. A possible next step would be to involve potential end users in the evaluation, similar to what has already been done.
done for another tool and use case of our prototype [17]. This could provide us with additional insights that our quantitative metrics are unable to convey.
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